Lipids: a key for hepatitis C virus entry and a potential target for antiviral strategies.
Viruses have evolved to complex relationship with their host cells. Many viruses modulate the lipid composition, lipid synthesis and signaling of their host cell. Lipids are also an essential part of the life cycle of the hepatitis C virus (HCV). HCV is a major human pathogen, persistently infecting 170 million people worldwide, with no currently effective treatment available for all patients. HCV appears to make use of the host lipid metabolism and one common feature of chronic hepatitis C is the steatosis, characterized by excessive accumulation of triglycerides and lipid content in the liver. Thus, HCV lifecycle appears to be closely connected to host cell lipid metabolism, from cell entry, through viral RNA replication to viral particle production and formation/assembly. HCV particles have a unique lipid composition, certainly distinct from other viruses. In the blood of chronically-infected patients, viral particles are bound to serum lipoproteins and are thus called lipo-viro-particles. The density of these circulating viral particles is heterogeneous. Specific infectivity and fusion of low density particles are greater than those of high density particles. Lipids and association to lipoproteins therefore play a key role in HCV life cycle. The purpose of this review is to make a state of the art on recent findings on the contribution of lipids in cell entry and membrane fusion of HCV. The influence of lipids as chemically-defined entities will be analyzed, as well as the role played by cholesterol transporters and lipoprotein receptors in HCV entry and fusion. Since viral entry would constitute a key target for antiviral strategies, inhibitor molecules interacting with viral and/or cellular membranes or interfering with the function of lipid metabolism regulators of HCV entry could offer strong antiviral potential. This will be lastly discussed in this review.